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across dark web channels
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Facts and trends:

The dark web is surprisingly vast: Unindexed 

dark web content spans 500% larger than the 

surface web

Criminals, breached data, and digital weapons 

lurk in the dark web- but what actually is it?



The dark web, the grey web, and the deep web 

refers to unindexed spaces for communication 

online. These shady spaces range from websites, 

forums, and databases, to encrypted messaging 

platforms and more. 



Hidden threats on the dark web represent a 

significant cybersecurity concern for businesses 

around the world.



Encrypted messaging soars: Telegram grows 

40% every year, ever since its launch in August 

2013

PhaaS - Phishing as a Service: Experienced 

hackers and novices alike buy dark web phish 

kits ranging from $5 to $500 dollars

$1-2 trillion every year: The dark web accounts 

for a frighteningly lucrative chunk of global 

ecommerce



How the dark web 
challenges businesses

Solutions

EBRAND’s Digital Risk Protection platform empowers users 

across multiple threat channels, including websites, digital 

marketplaces, and crucially, the dark web.

The X-RAY platform searches the dark web for any threats or 

breaches around your company. Patrolling forums and pastebins 

with AI scrapers alerts your team for prompt, informed action. 



Armed with dark web threat intelligence, businesses anticipate gaps 

in their defences, shore up breaches, and intercept sensitive data 

online. From general peace of mind to urgent remediation, dark web 

searches add a crucial dimension to your risk protection portfolio.

Digital or physical attacks plotted against your team

Access to your intranet as covert facilitators sneak in through 

exploits and back doors

Stolen snippets of your website code for distribution in dark 

web pastebins

Proprietary data and stolen IP for the highest bidder

Breached customer data, such as card details sold online

Leaked employee data, including passwords for sale
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Analysis

The X-RAY platform prioritizes 

risks automatically, based on 

their source, relevance, and 

relation to other detections.



You can also setup dark web 

detections to notify your team, or 

build longer-term reports into 

developing threat patterns.

Search

EBRAND’s customizable dark 

web scrapers search for any 

threats to your business. 



With the help of our support 

specialists, you can tailor each 

scraper to match your needs, and 

it automatically searches the last 

five years of dark web results.

Action

Your EBRAND solution guide you 

through any dark web hacks, leaks, 

or threats, highlighting their 

channel, time, and details to reveal 

your next steps. 



Whether you're changing leaked 

credentials or reinforcing your 

security, we'll be here to help.

https://ebrand.com

